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Let X be a compact metric space with no isolated points. Then we may embed X as a subset 
of the Hilbert cube Q (Xc Q) so that the only homeomorphism of X onto itself that extends to 
a homeomorphism of Q is the identity homeomorphism. Such an embedding is said to be rigid. 
In fact, there are uncountably many rigid embeddings X, of X in Q so that for (I f /!I and any 
homeomorphism h of Q, h(X,) fl X, is a Z-set in Q and a nowhere dense subset of each of 
h(X,) and X,. 
AMS (MOS) Subj. Class.: Primary 54C25, 57N35; 
1. Introduction 
Let X be a subset of a space Y. We say that X is rigid in Y if the only 
homeomorphism of X onto itself that is extendable to a homeomorphism of Y is 
the identity homeomorphism. Examples of interesting rigid sets in 3-space have 
been given by Martin [lo], Bothe [4], and Shilepsky [ 141. Shilepsky’s example was 
based on work of Sher [13]. More recently, Wright [15] has made a study of rigid 
sets in Euclidean n-space which generalizes the 3-dimensional results mentioned 
above. The program outlined in [15] leads one to make the following conjecture 
about the Hilbert cube. 
Conjecture. Let X be a compact metric space with no isolated points. Then there is an 
embedding h: X -+ Q of X into the Hilbert cube so that h(X) is rigid. In fact, there 
are uncountably many such embeddings such that each pair of embeddings is totally 
different; i.e., ifh, and h, are two such embeddings and H: Q+ Q is any homeomorph- 
ism of the Hilbert cube, then H 0 h,(X) n h2(X) is a nowhere dense subset of each 
H 0 h,(X) and h,(X). 
The proof of this conjecture is the goal of this paper. 
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Although many facts about general position and taming theory in finite 
dimensional Euclidean space have simpler analogues in the Hilbert cube, the 
construction of wild sets in the Hilbert cube seems to be more difficult. For instance, 
Wong showed the existence of a wild Cantor set in the Hilbert cube [16], but the 
proof avoided giving a specific method of construction as was done by Antoine [2] 
and Blankinship [3] for 3-space and n-space, respectively. For our purposes it is 
important to give a specific method of construction. Hence, the first part of the 
paper is devoted to a specific way of generalizing the Antoine-Blankinship construc- 
tions to the Hilbert cube. This, in turn, necessitates a better understanding of ‘linking 
Cantor sets’ than was required in [15]. After overcoming these obstacles, the tools 
are available to show that the above conjecture is true. 
2. Definitions and notations 
We use S’ and B2 to denote the l-sphere and 2-disk, respectively. Let I = [-1, I], 
1, also denote the interval [-1, I], and Q denote the Hilbert cube. We consider Q 
to be the countably infinite product of spaces I,. We let 8M denote the boundary 
of a finite dimensional manifold M and Fr(A, Y), or simply Fr A when the space 
Y is clear, denote the frontier of the set A in Y. We will use Int X to denote the 
interior of X in a space Y (that will be clear from context), and int X to denote 
the manifold interior if X happens to be a manifold. We will always use map to 
mean a continuous function. We say that X is bicollared in Y if there is a homeo- 
morphism of X x (-1, 1) onto an open subset of Y, the homeomorphism sending 
Xx(0) onto X. 
For each positive integer n, an n-torus is a space homeomorphic to the product 
of n-copies of S’. We will reserve T to denote an n-torus. A Q-torus is a space 
homeomorphic to T x Q. Let W be a Q-torus in Q. We call W a regular Q-torus in 
Q in case there is a homeomorphism of W onto B2 x T x Q, the homeomorphism 
sending Fr W onto aB2 x T x Q, and Fr W is bicollared in Q. For a regular Q-torus 
W a loop y in Fr W is called a meridian if y is homotopic in Fr W to i)B2 x {point}. 
If the fundamental group of Q- W is infinite cyclic, we call W a normal Q-torus. 
3. Antoine Cantor sets in Q 
Consider the embedding A’ of k, ka 4, solid tori T,, T,, . . . , Tk in B2 x S’ as 
shown in Fig. 1. Such an embedding is called an Antoine embedding. For i # j we 
say T, and Tj are adjacent if T, and Tj ‘link’ each other. 
Consider the embedding A” in B2x I of k, k> 2, solid tori T, . . . Tk and two 
3-balls R, and R2 as shown in Fig. 2. Such an embedding will also be called an 
Antoine embedding. We say T, and T, are adjacent in case T, and T, ‘link’. We also 
say Ti and R, are adjacent if T, ‘links’ Rj in B2 x I. 
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Fig. 1 
Fig. 2 
We call T,, . . . , Tk interior components of A” and R,, R, end components of A”. 
In this regard, every component of an Antoine embedding in B2 x S’ would be 
called an interior component. 
Let W be a regular Q-torus in Q and let h be a homeomorphism of W onto 
B* x T x Q, the homeomorphism sending Fr W onto aB’ x T x Q. Let K be either 
an S’ factor of T or an Z factor of Q, and let P be the natural projection of B* x T x Q 
onto B2 x K. Let W’ = h-’ 0 P-‘(A) (where A = A’ or A”). We call W’ an Antoine 
embedding in W. We call the components of W’ adjacent, interior, or end com- 
ponents if they correspond, respectively, to such components in B2 x K under P 0 h. 
Theorem 3.1. The components of an Antoine embedding are normal Q-tori. 
Proof. It is an easy matter to see that the components are regular Q-tori. Let C be 
a component of the Antoine embedding in W. Using Q - C = (Q - W) u ( W - C) 
and the Van Kampen theorem [ 111 it follows that C is a normal Q-torus. q 
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The following fact about Antoine embeddings is well known and central to the 
work of Daverman [6]. 
Lemma 3.2. If F: H + B2 x K (K = S’ or I) is a map of a disk with holes such that 
f(aH) c aB2x K and F(H) misses an Antoine embedding in B2 x K, then there is a 
mapfi:H+aB’xKsuch thatFlaH=FlaH. 
Let f: H + W be a map of a disk with holes into a regular Q-torus W in Q such 
tht f(aH) c Fr W. Following ideas of Daverman [6] we call the map f I-inessential 
* A 
(interior inessential) if there is a mapf: H + Fr W such thatfl aH =fl aH; otherwise, 
f is said to be I-essential. 
Theorem 3.3. Let f: H + W be a map of a disk with holes into a regular Q-torus such 
that f(aH) c Fr W. Iff( H) misses an Antoine embedding in W, then f is I-inessential. 
Proof. Let h : W + B2 x T x Q be a homeomorphism which shows that W is a regular 
Q-torus, and let P be the natural projection of B2 x T x Q onto B2 x K where K is 
either an S’ factor of T or an I factor of Q. Let A be an Antoine embedding in 
B2 x K, then W’= hP1 0 P-‘(A) is an Antoine embedding in W. We suppose that 
f(H) misses W’. Now F = P 0 h 0 f: H + B2 x K misses A and F(aH) c aB2 x K. 
Hence, by Lemma 3.2 there is a map fi: H + aB2 x K such that F 1 8H = PI aH. 
Now consider h 0 f /aH as a l-cycle y in aB2x T’x Q. The map fi shows that y 
is trivial in the aB2 factor. The map h 0 f shows that y is trivial in the T factor. 
Hence, f laH represents a trivial l-cycle in Fr W. Since the fundamental group of 
Fr W is abelian, it is possible to define 1: H + Fr W so that f 1 aH =_?I aH, and we 
see that f is I-inessential. 0 
A wild Cantor set in Q may be formed as the intersection of a nest MO 1 Int MO 3 
M,~IntM,~M,~... of Q-manifolds so that MO is a normal Q-torus and so that 
the intersection of M,,, with each component of M, is an Antoine embedding in’ 
that component of Mj By choosing appropriate factors for the Antoine embeddings, 
it is possible to have the diameters of the components of Mj tend to zero as j gets 
large so that n M, is a Cantor set X that we call an Antoine Cantor set. We call 
the Mj a canonical defining sequence for X. 
We use the above notation in the next two theorems. 
Theorem 3.4. Let y be a loop in Q-MO. Then y is inessential in Q-M,, if and only 
if y is inessential in Q-X. 
Proof. Suppose f: B2 + Q - X is a map so that f 1 aB2 represents y. Then by ‘general 
position’ we may assume that for each j, f’( Mj) has a finite number of components 
each of which is a disk with holes. Furthermore, if H is one of these components 
f 1 aH c Fr M,- If f( B2) n X = 0, then f ( B2) n M, = 0 for almost all j. Let k be the 
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largest positive integer so that f(B’) n Mk # 0. By Theorem 3.3 and using the collar 
on Fr Mk, we may modify f on int B* so that f( B*) n Mk = 0. By induction we may 
suppose that f( B2) n MO = 0 so that y is inessential in Q - M,. 
The other direction of the proof is trivial. 0 
Theorem 3.5. Let y be a loop in Q - MO. Then for each x E X, y is inessential in 
CO-Wu{xl. 
Proof. It will be sufficient to show that if N, is an Antoine embedding in a regular 
Q-torus N,, and y is a meridian of NO, then y bounds a disk in NO that meets N,, 
in a given single component W so that each component of the intersection of the 
disk with Fr W is a meridian of Fr W. This fact follows easily from the definition 
of Antoine embedding. Cl 
The following facts about Antoine Cantor sets in Q are now quite evident. 
(I) An Antoine Cantor set X in Q may be constructed with a canonical defining 
sequence M, so that the number of components of M,,, in a given component of 
M, is any desired integer k 2 4. 
(II) If 2 is a closed nowhere dense subset of an Antoine Cantor set X, then 
Q - 2 is l-ULC (one uniformly locally connected). 
We now give two very important definitions and then show the relationship 
between the definitions. 
Definition 3.6. A solid 3-torus 7 (a set homeomorphic to B2 x S’) is said to be a 
companion torus for a Cantor set X in Q if Jr n X = 0 and whenever f: H + Q-X 
is a map from a disk with holes such that f(aH) c a7 and f ldH is inessential in T, 
then there is a map p: H +a~ with j‘[dH = f IdH. 
Definition 3.7. Let X and Y be disjoint Cantor sets in Q. We say that X abelian 
links Y if for each closed set M such that 
(1) Xc Int M, 
(2) Fr M is collared, 
(3) Mn Y=0, and 
(4) the fundamental group of each component of Q - M is abelian, 
we can find a loop in M that is essential in Q- Y. 
In almost all applications, M will be a normal Q-torus. 
We now show the existence of companion tori. Let X be an Antoine Cantor set 
in Q with canonical defining sequence MP Let h: M,,+ B2 x T x Q be a homeomorph- 
ism that takes Fr MO onto aB2 x T x Q. Let S be an S’ factor of T and set 7’ = 
B2xSx{point}. Let T= h-‘(7’). 
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Theorem 3.8. The solid 3-torus T is a companion torus for X. 
Proof. Let f: H + Q - X be a map from a disk with holes such that f (aH) c FIT and 
f laH is inessential in r. We may assume that f’(M,,) consists of a finite number 
of components each of which is a disk with holes. By the techniques of Theorem 
3.4 we may even assume that f(H) n Int MO = 0. Now the fundamental group, and 
hence the first homological group, of Q - Int MO is generated by a meridian of T. 
The fact that f(H) n Int MO = 0 implies that f laH is homologically trivial in the 
meridional factor of &. We already know that f 1 8H is trivial in a longitudinal 
direction of &r since f 1 aH is inessential in T. Hence, f laH is homologically trivial 
in a~. Since the fundamental group of & is abelian, it is possible to construct the 
required J: 0 
To see the relationship between companion tori and abelian linking, we will have 
need of the following lemma whose proof is given in [15]. 
Lemma 3.9. Let P be a polyhedron in a solid 3-torus r such that any loop in P is 
inessential in 7. Then there is a collection r of oriented loops in Jr-P so that each 
loop is inessential in r, the collection Tis homologically nontrivial in ar, but the collection 
r is homologically trivial in r - P. 
Theorem 3.10. Let X and Y be disjoint Cantor sets in Q. A sufficient condition for X 
to abelian link Y is the existence of a companion torus T for X so that each loop in 
7 - Y that is essential in T is also essential in Q - Y. 
Proof. Let M be a closed subset of Q such that xc Int M, Fr M is collared, 
M n Y = 0, and the fundamental group of each component of Q - M is abelian. 
Let M’ be the union of M plus a small collar so that M’ n Y = 0. Let P be a 
polyhedron in r so that T n M c P and P n (Q - M’) = (3. If P contains a loop that 
is essential in T, that loop can be homotoped into M missing Y by using the collar 
of M. Hence, we have a loop in M that is essential in Q - Y. 
If no such loop exists we may invoke Lemma 3.9 to find the oriented collection 
of loops r in r - P satisfying the conditions of 3.9. Since the collection is homologi- 
tally trivial in 7 - P, it is homologically trivial in Q - M. But the fundamental group 
of each component of Q-M is abelian. Therefore, we can find a finite collection 
of disks with holes H,, HZ,. . . , H,,, and maps f;:H,+Q-M such that Uf;jaH, 
represents the collection K Since 7 is a companion torus for X and f;( Hi) = Q - M = 
Q-X, we see that each f; gives rise to 2 : Hi + a7 such that ji 1 aHi =f; (a Hfi But this 
implies that r is trivial homologically in aT which is a contradiction. q 
Let M, be a defining sequence for an Antoine Cantor set X in Q. Let R be a 
component of M, that contains a component S of M,,,. Set X, = S n X, and let X, 
be’a Cantor set in (RnX)-X,. 
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Theorem 3.11. The Cantor set X, abelian links X, if and only if 
(1) S is an interior component and 
(2) there is a component S’ of M,,, adjacent to S so that S’n X c X2. 
Proof. The proof follows easily from Theorems 3.5, 3.10, and the normal Q-torus 
of the defining sequence. 0 
Corollary 3.12. Let X, and X3 be disjoint Cantor sets in (R n X) -X, that are both 
abelian linked by X,, and S’ be a component of M,,, that is adjacent to S. Then 
S’nXcX, orS’nXcX,. 
Let M, be a defining sequence for an Antoine Cantor set X in Q. Suppose W, 
W,, and W, are components of M, so that W is adjacent to both W, and W, (this 
forces W to be an interior component). Let R be an end component of M,,, that 
lies in W. 
Theorem 3.13. 7’he Cantor set R n X abelian links both W, n X and W, n X. 
Proof. Since R is an end component, the Antoine embedding M,,, n W was formed 
using an I factor and not an S’ factor. Hence, the S’ factor of W that abelian links 
both W, and W, may be used to form a companion torus for R n X that shows 
that R n X abelian links both W, n X and W, n X. q 
To simplify proofs we will use special Antoine Cantor sets in Q by which we mean 
an Antoine Cantor set which has a special defining sequence Mi so that for i odd 
each component of M, is an interior component. There is little restriction in making 
such an assumption. 
Let X, Y be special Antoine Cantor sets in Q with defining sequences M, and 
N,, respectively. Let R be a component of M,,, and S a component of N,,. We let 
R,, Rz, . . . , R, denote the components of R n M,,,,, and S,, S2,. . . , S, denote the 
components of S n N,,, . The following lemma and theorems will use the above 
notation. 
Lemma 3.14. Let h : Q+ Q be a homeomorphism such that for each i, 1 G isp, there 
is some j, 1 G j d q, such that h( Ri n X) c S, n Y and there is not a fixed j so that for 
each interior component Ri, h( R, n X) c S, n Y. Then (after possible resubscripting), 
p = q, h( Ri n X) = S, n Yfor each i, R, is an interior component if and only ifs, is an 
interior component; and Ri, R, are adjacent if and only if Si, S, are adjacent. 
Proof. We find adjacent interior components that we will call (after possible resub- 
scripting) R, and R, so that h(R, n X) c S, n Y and h(R,n X) c S,n Y. Since 
R, n X and R2 n X abelian link each other, h( R, n X) and h( R2 n X) also abelian 
link each other. Theorem 3.11 implies that S, and S2 are adjacent interior components 
h(R,nX)=S,n Y, and h(R,nX)=S, n Y. Theorem 3.11 and an inductive argu- 
ment on p now complete the proof. q 
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Theorem 3.15. Suppose R,, Rz, . . . , RP are interior components and h : Q+ Q is a 
homeomorphism such that h(R n X) c S n Y. Then either h(R n X) c Sj for some 
fixed j or (after possible resubscripting) p = q, h( Ri n X) = Si n Y for each i, each Si 
is an interior component, and Ri, R, are adjacent if and only if Si, S, are adjacent 
components. 
Proof. Let rn’z m be the smallest integer such that for each component R’of M,,,, n R, 
h(R’n X) c Sj for some j. If m’= m or m + 1 we are done by Lemma 3.14. 
We suppose rn’> m +2. This implies that there is a component W of M,,,_, so 
that h( W n X) !Z Sj for any j. We will show that this is impossible. 
Case 1. If Wn M,,,, consists only of interior components then Lemma 3.14 shows 
h( W n X) = S n Y. But W n X is a proper subset of R n X. This ,contradicts the 
fact that h (R n X) c S n Y since h is one-to-one. 
Case 2. If Wn M,,,, contains an end component, then W must be an interior 
component because X is a special Antoine Cantor set. We choose adjacent com- 
ponents that we call (after possible resubscripting) R; and R; of Wn M,, so that 
h( Ri n X) c S, and h( Ri n X) c Sz. If RI and Rk are both interior components we 
are finished as in Case 1. So suppose Ri is an end component. Now Ri n X abelian 
links R:nX. So h(R;nX)cS,n Y links h(R:nX)cS,n Y. By Theorem 3.11 
h( R{ n X) = S, n Y and S, is adjacent to S,. Let W, and W, be the components of 
M,,,_, that are adjacent to W. By Theorem 3.13, R;nX links both W, nX and 
W,nX. Therefore h(R:nX)=S,n Y links both h(W,nX) and h(W,nX). By 
Corollary 3.12 h( W, n X) u h( W, n X) must contain S, n Y and this is a contradic- 
tion since h( R; n X) c S, n Y and h is one-to-one. 0 
Theorem 3.16. Suppose h : Q -+ Q is a homeomorphism such that h( R n X) = S n Y. 
Then (after possible resubscripting), p = q, h( Ri n X) = S, n Y, Ri is an interior com- 
ponent if and only if S, is an interior component, and Ri, R, are adjacent zf and only 
if Si, Sj are adjacent. 
Proof. An argument similar to the two cases in the previous proof shows that for 
each i, lGiGp, there is a j, lsjcq, so that h(RinX)cSjn Y. Since qz4, and 
h( R n X) = S n Y it is not the case that there is a fixed j so that h( Ri n X) c S, n Y 
for each interior component Ri. We now invoke Lemma 3.14 to complete the 
proof. Cl 
4. Antoine graphs and rigid Cantor sets 
Given a defining sequence MO, M,, . . . for an Antoine Cantor set we form a graph 
G by letting u be a vertex of G if v is a component of some Mi. We connect two 
vertices v and w with an edge if v, w are adjacent components of some Mi or if 
V E Mi, WE Mi+,, and w c v. An Antoine graph is any graph that can arise in this 
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manner [ 151. For a fixed vertex v of G we associate an Antoine subgruph consisting 
of all vertices that are contained in v along with all possible edges. 
A special Antoine Cantor set in Q may have different canonical defining sequences, 
but Theorem 3.16 (with h = identity) guarantees that the associated Antoine graphs 
are isomorphic. Hence, given a special Antoine Cantor set X in Q it makes sense 
to let G(X) be the Antoine graph of X. Theorems 3.15 and 3.16 immediately give 
the following theorems and corollaries. 
Theorem 4.1. If X and Y are special Antoine Cantor sets in Q so that G(X) is not 
isomorphic to G(Y), then X and Y are not equivalently embedded in Q. 
Corollary 4.2. There are uncountably many inequivalently embedded special Antoine 
Cantor sets in Q. 
Theorem 4.3. Let X and Y be special Antoine Cantor sets in Q so that G(X) and 
G(Y) do not have isomorphic Antoine subgraphs. Then for each homeomorphism 
h : Q + Q, h(X) n Y is a nowhere dense subset of both h(X) and Y. 
Corollary 4.4. There are uncountably many rigid special Antoine Cantor sets X, in Q 
such that for (Y # /3 and any homeomorphism h : Q -+ Q, h(X,) n X, is a nowhere dense 
subset of both h(X,) and X,. 
Proof. The corollary follows from constructing special Antoine Cantor sets X, so 
that for (Y # p G(X,) and G(X,) do not have isomorphic Antoine subgraphs and 
for each (Y and each pair of distinct vertices of G(X,) the associated Antoine 
subgraphs are not isomorphic. 0 
5. Rigid sets in Q 
In this section we prove our main theorem. 
Theorem 5.1. Let X be a compact metric space with no isolated points. Then there are 
uncountably many embeddings h oL : X + Q so that for each a, h,(X) is rigid. Further- 
more, for LY # /3 and any homeomorphism H : Q + Q, H 0 h,(X) n he(X) is a nowhere 
dense subset of both H 0 h,(X) and hp(X). In fact the intersection must be a Z-set 
in Q. 
We first recall some definitions and facts. A subset A of a space X is collared 
provided there is an open embedding 4 : A x [0, 1) + X such that 4(a, 0) = a, for all 
a E A. We call 4(A x [0, 1)) a collar on A and for each a E A we call +({a} x [0, 1)) 
a fiber. Given a collar W, we assume that some open embedding 4 has been 
determined. If W is a collar we let W’= ~(Ax [O,$)) and notice that there is an 
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associated strong deformation retraction of X onto X - w’ obtained by pushing 
points along fibers. A collar is called an E-collar if the fibers all have diameter less 
than E. A closed set A in a metric space X is called a Z-set provided for each open 
cover % of X there is a map f: X + X-A that is 021 close to the identity. A subset 
A of a space X is 1 - LCC (one-locally co-connected) provided for each a E A and 
each neighborhood U of a in X, there exists a neighborhood V of A so that each 
loop in V is inessential in U. A closed set F of an ANR X is said to have infinite 
codimension (in X) provided the homology groups with integer coefficients 
H4( U, U - F) = 0 for all integers q 2 0 and all open subsets U of X [S]. A closed 
set F in a Hilbert cube manifold M is known to be a Z-set if and only if F has 
infinite codimension and F is a l-LCC subset of M [9,8]. If F is also a Hilbert 
cube manifold then F is a Z-set if and only if F is collared in M [5]. 
The following Theorem is well-known for finite dimensional manifolds [l, 3, 12, 
71. The proof is quite similar to the finite dimensional cases and is not given. 
Theorem 5.2. Let M, N be Q-manifolds so that M is a Z-set in N and N is connected. 
Let Xc M and Y c N-M be Cantor sets. If h :X + Y is a homeomorphism, there 
exists an embedding H of M in M such that 
(1) HjX=h, 
(2) H moves only points in an arbitrary neighborhood of X, 
(3) H(M) - Y is a Z-set in N - Y. 
Definition 5.3. Let Yi, Yz, . . . . be a sequence of sets in Q. We say a set Y in Q has 
pinched collar neighborhoods relative to the sequence Yi if for each integer k there is 
a I/ k-collar W, so Y c UF=, Y, v Wk and l_lF=, Y, n W, = 0. 
Theorem 5.4. Let Y and Y,, Yz, Y3,. . . be compacta in Q. If Y has pinched collar 
neighborhoods relative to the Yi, then Y is a Z-set if and only if Y n Y, is a Z-set for 
each i. 
Proof. We first show that Y has infinite codimension. For an open set U in Q let 
y be a q-chain in U which represents an element of H4( U, U - Y), i.e., ay lies in 
U - Y Since each Y n Yi is a Z-set, we may assume without loss of generality that 
the carrier 1 yI of y misses each Y n Yi. Choose k so large that l/k is smaller than 
both the distance from 1 y[ to Q - U and the distance from lay] to Y. Let W, be the 
l/k-collar promised in the hypothesis. Let r be the retraction that takes Q onto 
Q- W;. Then r(y) has carrier in U- Y and represents the same element of 
H,( U, U - Y) as y. Hence, H4( U, U - Y) = 0. 
Now if Y n Y, is l-LCC for each i, an argument similar to the one above shows 
that Y is l-LCC and hence a Z-set. Clearly, if Y is a Z-set so is Yn Yi for each 
i, and our proof is complete. Cl 
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Theorem 5.5. Let X be a compactum with no isolated points. Given a sequence 
XI, X2, X3,. . . of Cantor sets in Q, there is an embedding f: X -+ Q and pairwise 
disjoint Cantor sets Y,, Y2, Y3,. . . in Q such that 
(i) IJ Yi is u dense subset off(X), 
(ii) Y, is equivalently embedded as Xi, 
(iii) f(X) has pinched collar neighborhoods relative to the sequence Ye 
Proof. We assume that X is a subset of a face F in Q. Let {x,, x2, x3,. . . } be a 
dense subset of X. Let W, be a collar on F with fibers of diameter less than 1. In 
W; - F choose a Cantor set Yr that is equivalently embedded as X,. Let Z, be a 
Cantor set in X that contains the point x,. Use Theorem 5.2 to get an embedding 
e,: F+ W{ so that e,(Z,) = Y, and e,(F)- Yr is a Z-set (collared) in Q- Yr. 
Notice we could insist that e, moves points less than any preassigned positive 
number by choosing Yr uZ, to have small diameter and applying Theorem 5.2 
locally. 
By iterating the above process on e,(F) we get a sequence of embeddings 
el, e2, e3, . . . of F that converge to an embedding e : F + Q so that e(F) has pinched 
collar neighborhoods relative to the Yi, {e(x,), e(xz), . . . } c IJ Y, c e(X). Then el X 
is the desired embedding. 0 
Let X be a compacturn with no isolated points; X,, X,, . . . be a sequence of 
Cantor sets in Q; and f: X + Q an embedding constructed as in Theorem 5.5. The 
following lemma should make the proof of Theorem 5.1 transparent. 
Lemma 5.6. Let Y be a compact set in Q such that for each homeomorphism h : Q + Q, 
h(Y)nXi is a Z-setfor each i. Zf g:Q+Q is a homeomorphism then g( Y) n f (X) 
is a Z-set. 
Proof. The proof is immediate from Theorem 5.4. 0 
Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let X be a compacturn with no isolated points. Let 
X,, X,, X3, _ . . and Xi, Xi, Xi,. . . be rigid Cantor sets in Q so that any two distinct 
Cantor sets have the property described in Corollary 4.4. Let W and W’ be the 
resulting embeddings of X promised by Theorem 5.4 corresponding to Xi and X:, 
respectively. Let Y, and Y: be the Cantor sets in Theorem 5.5 so that Y (resp. Yi) 
is equivalently embedded in Q as X, (resp. Xi) and IJ Yi (resp. U Y:) is dense in 
W (resp. W’). Recall that W (resp. W’) has pinched collar neighborhoods relative 
to the Y, (resp. Y:). 
We first show that for any homeomorphism h : Q- Q, h( W) n W’ is a Z-set that 
is nowhere dense in h( W) and W’. There is no loss of generality in showing this 
only for the special case where h = identity. Hence we show W n w’ is a Z-set that 
is nowhere dense in each. For a fixed i and variable j, Yin Yj is a nowhere dense 
subset of each. Hence, Y, n Yj is a Z-set and by Theorem 5.4 Y, n W’ is a Z-set. 
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Again, by Theorem 5.4 since Y, n W’ is a Z-set for each i, W n W’ is a Z-set. 
Furthermore, since Y, n W’ is a Z-set, Yin W’ cannot contain a nonempty open 
subset of Y, for the closure of every nonempty open subset of Yi is not a Z-set. 
Since IJ Yi is dense in W, W n W’ does not contain a nonempty open subset of W. 
Similarly W n w’ does not contain a nonempty open subset of W’. Therefore, 
W n w’ is nowhere dense in both W and W’. 
The above argument also shows that W and w’ are rigid by applying the above 
argument locally. 
The existence of uncountably many such embeddings comes from the existence 
of uncountably many Cantor sets as described in Corollary 4.4. 0 
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